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We study a family of power series characterized by a system of recursion
Ž .relations Q-system with a certain convergence property. We show that the
coefficients of the series are expressed by the numbers which formally count the
Ž Ž1..off-diagonal solutions of the U X Bethe equation at q 0. The series areq n
conjectured to be the X -characters of a certain family of irreducible finite-dimen-n
Ž Ž1.. Ž .sional U X -modules which we call the KR KirillovReshetikhin modules.q n
Under the above conjecture, these coefficients give a formula of the weight
multiplicities of the tensor products of the KR modules, which is also interpreted
as the formal completeness of the XXZ-type Bethe vectors.  2002 Elsevier Science
Ž .USA
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background. Since the early days of the algebraic Bethe ansatz
approach to the integrable lattice models, the finite-dimensional represen-
Ž Ž1..tation of the affine quantum group U X and its sister, the Yangianq n
Ž .Y X , have attracted much attention. The categories of finite-dimensionaln
Ž Ž1.. Ž .  modules of U X and Y X are equivalent CP, D . The case X  Aq n n n n
 is rather well understood CP, Ar . Also, a general theory of the character
1 To whom correspondence and reprint requests should be addressed.
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 has been constructed FR, Kn . However, no universal description of the
character, like the Weyl character formula, is known so far.
 In the series of works K1, K2, K3, KR , Kirillov and Reshetikhin
Ž . Žfocused attention on a special class of Y X -modules. We call them andn
Ž Ž1.. .the corresponding U X -modules the KR modules. The KR modules ofq n
Ž . Ž Ž Ž1...Y X resp. U X provide natural generalizations of the well-knownn q n
Ž .XXX resp. XXZ spin chain. They found that the formal counting of the
Bethe vectors of the XXX-type spin chains, with the hypothesis of the
completeness of the Bethe vectors, leads to a remarkable conjectural
formula for the multiplicity of the X -irreducible components in the tensorn
Ž .products of the KR modules of Y X .n
In this paper we show an analogous phenomenon occurs also for the
XXZ-type case. In contrast with the XXX-type case, however, the formal
counting of the Bethe vectors of the XXZ-type spin chains now leads to a
conjectural formula for the weight multiplicity in the tensor products of the
Ž Ž1..KR modules of U X . We hope that these formulae will guide us to theq n
proper understanding of the KR modules. This paper is the continuation
 of Part I of KN , where the case X  A is described. Below we shalln 1
formulate and explain our problem more precisely.
1.2. KR Modules. Let X be one of the finite-dimensional simple Lien
Ž Ž1..algebras over , and let U X be the non-twisted quantum affineq n
algebra associated to X without the derivation operator. Let  and n a a
Ž .a 1, . . . , n be the simple roots and fundamental weights of X . Wen
Ž .enumerate the vertices of the Dynkin diagram as in Table I. Let   be
Ž .the standard bilinear form normalized as     2 for a long root  .
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Ž .  4 Ž .We set t  2     1, 2, 3 . The Cartan matrix is C  t    ,a a a ab a a b
and  Ýn C  .a b1 b a b
Ž Ž1..The irreducible finite-dimensional U X -modules are parameterizedq n
Ž . Ž .nby n-tuples of polynomials Drinfeld polynomials P with constantb b1
   terms 1 CP . Here we follow the convention in FR .
 4  4DEFINITION 1.1. For each a 1, . . . , n , m 1, 2, . . . , and u,
Ž Ž1..the irreducible finite-dimensional U X -module whose Drinfeld polyno-q n
Ž .mials P areb
Łm 1quqŽm2 j	1. ta b aŽ .j11.1 P  Ž . Ž .b ½ 1 otherwise
Ž . Ža.Ž .is called a KR KirilloReshetikhin module and denoted by W u .m
For m 1, the KR modules are the fundamental modules. Through the
Ž . Ž Ž1.. Ž Ž1..injection U X U X , any U X -module W is regarded as aq n q n q n
Ž .U X -module.q n
Ža.Ž . Ža.Ž .LEMMA 1.2. For any u, u, W u and W u are equialent asm m
Ž .U X -modules.q n
Ža.Ž . Ža.Ž .Proof. It is well known that W u is obtained from W u by am m
Ž1.Ž . Ž .pullback of an automorphism  of U X which preserves U X .q n q n
Ž .In view of Lemma 1.2, let us write the common underlying U X -mod-q n
Ža.Ž . Ža.ule for the family W u as W . In general, there is a natural identifica-m m
Ž .tion of a U X -module V with an X -module through the limit q 1.q n n
With this identification, we use the X -weight and X -character to de-n n
Ž . Ž .scribe V, instead of the U X -weight and U X -character. For example,q n q n
ch W Ža. means the X -character of W Ža.. The X -weight of the highestm n m n
Ža.Ž .weight vector of W u is m .m a
1.3. The Series QŽa. and KirilloReshetikhin’s Conjecture. Let x  e am a
and y  e a, a 1, . . . , n, be the formal exponentials of the fundamen-a
Ž .tal weights and the minus of the simple roots of X . With the multivari-n
Ž .n Ž .nable notation x x and y y , we write the relation y a a1 a a1 a
n Ž a b. tb Ž . Ž .Ł x as y y x . Its inverse x x y involves fractional pow-b1 b
  Ž .ers for some X . Let  y be the ring of formal power series ofn
Ž .n Ž . Ž Ž ..y y with the standard topology. For a power series f y , f y x isa a1
Ž . Ž Ž ..a Laurent series of x. Conversely, for a Laurent series f x , f x y is a
Ž .Puiseax fractional Laurent series of y, in general.
Let H denote the index set
 4  41.2 H a, m  a 1, . . . , n , m 1, 2, . . . , 4Ž . Ž .
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Ž . Ž .and for a, m , b, k H we define
1.3 B  2 min t m , t k min t m , t k	 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .am , bk b a b a
min t m , t k 1 .Ž .Ž .b a
The following series are our main interest in this paper.
˜Ža.Ž Ž ..THEOREMDEFINITION 1.3. Let Q y be the unique family ofm Ža, m. H
˜ ˜Ž . Ž .the inertible power series of y which satisfies Q-I and Q-II :
˜ ˜Ža.Ž . Ž . Ž .Q-I Q-System Let Q y  1. For m 1, 2, . . . ,0
2Ža. Ža. Ža.˜ ˜ ˜1.4 Q y Q y Q yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m m	1 m1
Ž .2    Ba b am ,b km Ža. Žb.˜ ˜	 y Q y Q y .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ła m k
Ž .b , k H
˜ ˜Ža.Ž . Ž . Ž .Q-II Conergence Property The limit lim Q y exists inm m
  y .
Ža. m ˜Ža. Ža.Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Let Q x  x Q y x . Equialently, Q x is the uniquem a m m Žm , a. H
Ž . Ž .family of the Laurent series of x which satisfies Q-I and Q-II :
Ž . Ž . Ža.Ž .Q-I Q-System Let Q x  1. For m 1, 2, . . . ,0
2Ža. Ža. Ža.1.5 Q x Q x Q xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m m	1 m1
Ž .2    Ba b am ,b kŽa. Žb.	 Q x Q x .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Łm k
Ž .b , k H
˜Ža. m Ža.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Q-II Conergence Property Q y  x Q x  is an in-m a m xxŽ y .
˜Ža.Ž .  ertible power series of y, and the limit lim Q y exists in  y .m m
˜Ža.Ž Ž ..The existence and the uniqueness of Q y , together with two explicitm
expressions, will be shown in Theorem 5.3, which is our key theorem.
˜Ž . Ž .Remark 1.4. The equivalence of the relations Q-I and Q-I is easily
˜Ž . Ž . Ž .seen with A.10 . The products in the right-hand sides RHSs of Q-I and
Ž . Ž Ž ..Q-I are actually finite products Proposition A.1 i . From given invert-
˜Ž1. ˜Žn. ˜Ž .ible power series Q , . . . , Q , the relation Q-I recursively determines1 1
˜Ža. Ž .all of the other invertible power series Q Proposition A.2 .m
Ž .EXAMPLE 1.5. For A , the relation 1.4 becomes1
2Ž1. Ž1. Ž1. m˜ ˜ ˜1.6 Q y Q y Q y 	 y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m m	1 m1 1
˜Ž1. m jŽ . Ž .It is easy to check that Q y Ý y satisfies the relation 1.6 andm j0 1
˜Ž1.  j Ž1. m m2Ž . Ž .that lim Q y  Ý y . Therefore, Q x  x 	 xm m j0 1 m 1 1
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	 	xm , which is the irreducible A -character with highest weight1 1
m .1
Ž .Let  	 be the irreducible X -character with highest weight 	. Then
 following two theorems were first proved for A by K2 , then generalizedn
 for the rest by HKOTY .
Ž .THEOREM 1.6 K2, HKOTY . For X of classical type, i.e., X  A ,n n n
Ža. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .B , C , and D , the Q ’s in 1.7  1.10 satisfy Q-I and Q-II .n n n m
1.7 A : QŽa.  m ,Ž . Ž .n m a
1.8 B : QŽa.   k  	 k  	 	k Ž . Ž .Ýn m a a a 	2 a 	2 a a0 0 0 0
Ý  k  	 k  	 	k  1
 a
 n 1Ž .1 1 2 2 a aŽa.1.9 C : Q Ž . n m ½  m a n ,Ž .n
1.10Ž .
Ý  k  	 k  	 	k  1
 a
 n 2Ž .a a a 	2 a 	2 a a0 0 0 0Ža.D : Q n m ½  m a n 1, n.Ž .a
Ž . Ž .In 1.8 and 1.10 , a  0 or 1 with a  a mod 2,   0, and the sum is0 0 0
Ž .taken oer non-negatie integers k , . . . , k that satisfy t k 	 	ka a a a a20 0
Ž .	 k m. In 1.9 , the sum is taken oer non-negatie integers k , . . . , ka 1 a
that satisfy k 	 	k 
m, k m
 mod 2.1 a b ab
Ža.Ž .Because of the uniqueness, Q x in Theorem 1.6 coincides with them
Ža.Ž .one in Definition 1.3. In particular, Q x is W-invariant for any X ofm n
classical type, where W is the Weyl group of X .n
Ž . Ža.Ž .THEOREM 1.7 K2, HKOTY . Let X be arbitrary. If Q x is W-n m
Ž .inariant for any a, m H, then
P Žb. 	N Žb.k kŽa.1.11 Q   	 ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Łm Žb.½ 5ž /NŽ .b , k H	P kNN	 	
where P is the set of the dominant integral weights of X and	 n
1.12 P Žb.min k , m 
     min t k , t j N Žc. ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýk ab b c c b j
Ž .c , j H
Žb. Žb.1.13 N  N N N   ,Ž . Ž .Ž .	 k k  0b , k H½
m  kN Žb.  	 .Ýa k b 5
Ž .b , k H
Ž .In particular, 1.11 holds for any X of classical type.n
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The following fundamental conjecture is due to Kirillov and Reshetikhin.
Ž . Ž . Ža.Conjecture 1.8 K3, KR . i For any X of classical type, ch Wn m
Ž . Ž .equals the RHSs of 1.7  1.10 , respectively.
Ž . Ža. Ž .ii For any X , ch W equals the RHS of 1.11 .n m
Ž . Ža. Ž . Ža.iii For any X , the ch W ’s satisfy the relation Q-I with Qn m m
being replaced with ch W Ža..m
Ža.Ž .Remark 1.9. Precisely speaking, the existence of such modules W um
 was claimed in K3, KR without the identification of their Drinfeld
Ž .polynomials 1.1 . According to Theorems 1.6 and 1.7, for any X ofn
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .classical type, i and ii are equivalent and iii follows from i . So far,
Conjecture 1.8 has been proved completely in the literature only for An
   K2 and D Ch .n
Since we expect that QŽa. are, in fact, W-invariant also for any X ofm n
exceptional type, we reformulate Conjecture 1.8 more simply as
Conjecture 1.10. For any X ,n
ch W Ža. QŽa. .m m
1.4. Formal Completeness of the XXX-Type Bethe Vectors. Let us ex-
Ž .plain an interpretation of the expression 1.11 in the context of spin
chains. Let
Ža. Ža. Ža.1.14 N N N N   , N   .Ž . Ž . ÝŽ .m m  0 ma , m H½ 5
Ž .a , m H
Ž Ža.. Ž . Ža.For each    N, we associate a finite tensor product of W ’s,m m
 Ža.m Ža.1.15 W  W .Ž . Ž . m
Ž .a , m H
In the context of the spin chain, W  appears as the quantum space on
which the commuting family of the transfer matrices act. Thus, we call 
 Ž .the quantum space data. For each  N, we define a Laurent series Q x
of x,
 Ža.m Ža.1.16 Q x  Q x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł m
Ž .a , m H
 Ž .and expand Q x as
1.17 Q x 1 e  ke	,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł Ý 	
 	P	
where  is the set of all the positive roots of X and P is the weight	 n
lattice of X . If Conjecture 1.10 is correct, then Q ch W . It followsn
 Ž .from the Weyl character formula that k for the dominant X -weight 		 n
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   Ž .is equal to the multiplicity W : V of the U X -irreducible components	 q n
 V with highest weight 	 in W . On the other hand, it was shown in K2,	
 Ž Ž ..HKOTY cf. 5.19 that
1.18 k K  , NŽ . Ž .Ý	
NN	
Ža. Ž .holds under the assumption of the W-invariance for Q . Here K  , Nm
 Ž . Ž . Ž .and N are defined in 4.6 and 5.15 . The RHS of 1.18 represents a	
formal counting of the Bethe vectors of weight 	 for the XXX-type
Ž Ž ..   Y X spin chain with quantum space W K1, K2, KR . We say then
Ž .counting is formal because K  , N correctly counts the Bethe vectors
Ž . Ž .only for special  , N ’s. Therefore, we call the equality 1.18 the formal
Ž .completeness of the XXX-type Bethe vectors Corollary 5.11 . The formula
Ž . Ž . Ž Žb.. Žb.1.11 is the special case of 1.18 for   ,   
 
 .k k ab m k
1.5. Formal Completeness of the XXZ-Type Bethe Vectors. The most
significant difference between the Bethe vectors of the spin chains of
XXX-type and XXZ-type is that the former are X -singular, while then
Ž .  Ž .latter are not necessarily U X -singular. Accordingly, we expand Q xq n
as
1.19 Q x  r e	.Ž . Ž . Ý 	
	P
 Ž .If Conjecture 1.10 is correct, then r for any X -weight 	 is equal to the	 n
  Ž Ž ..weight multiplicity dim W in W at 	. We will show that cf. 5.14	
1.20 r  R  , N ,Ž . Ž .Ý	
NN	
Ž . Ž .where R  , N is the integer defined in 3.2 . It will be further shown that
Ž .the RHS of 1.20 now represents a formal counting of the Bethe vectors
Ž Ž Ž1...of weight 	 for the XXZ-type U X spin chain with quantum spaceq n
 Ž .W in the q 0 limit Theorems 2.11 and 3.2 . Therefore, we call the
Ž .equality 1.20 the formal completeness of the XXZ-type Bethe vectors
Ž . Ž . Ž Žb.. Žb.Corollary 5.6 . As the special case of 1.20 for   ,   
 
 ,k k ab m k
Ža.Ž . Ž .we obtain yet another expression of Q x Theorem 5.3 ,m
1.21 QŽa. x  det FŽ . Ž . Ý Ým bk , c jž /½ Ž . Ž .b , k , c , j	P NN	
1 Žb. Žb.P 	N  1k k 	 e ,Ł Žb. Žb. 5ž /N N  1Ž .b , k k k
1.22 F  
 
 P Žb. 	    min t k , t j N Žc. ,Ž . Ž . Ž .bk , c j bc k j k b c c b j
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Žb. Ž . Ž .where P and N are in 1.12 and 1.13 , and det and Ł mean those overk 	
Ž . Žb. 4 Ž .the index set b, k H N  0 . The equality 1.21 holds for any Xk n
Ža.Ž .without assuming the W-invariance of Q x .m
ŽThe paper essentially consists of two parts: In the first part Sections 2
. Ž . Ž .and 3 we derive the number R  , N in 1.20 from a formal counting of
the XXZ-type Bethe vectors in the q 0 limit. In Theorem 2.11 we show
that there is a one-to-one correspondence between a class of solutions of
the Bethe equation and that of the associated linear congruence equation
Ž .called the string center equation SCE . We then apply the standard
Mobius inversion technique to count the off-diagonal solutions of the SCE¨
Ž . Ž .Theorem 3.2 . In the second part Sections 4 and 5 , we show the formal
Ž .completeness of the XXZ-type Bethe vectors 1.20 . For that purpose we
Ž .introduce the generating series of the numbes R  , N and derive its
Ž .analytic expression Theorem 4.7 . We then show the uniqueness of the
˜Ža.series Q and that a specialization of the above generating series indeedm
Ž .satisfies the condition in Definition 1.3 Theorem 5.3 . The two parts are
logically almost independent and therefore are able to be read rather
separately.
2. BETHE EQUATION AT q 0
Ž Ž1.. Ž .2.1. The U X Bethe Equation. Let N be the set in 1.14 . Givenq n
Ž .n N and a sequence of n non-negative integers M , we associate aa a1
n n Ža. Žsystem of Ý M equations for Ý M variables u a 1, . . . , n; ia1 a a1 a i
.1, . . . , M ,a
Ža.m' 1 m
Ža.sin  u 	i ž /ta
2.1Ž . Ł ' 1 mm1 Ža.sin  u  0iž /ta
Ža. Žb.Mn b 'sin  u  u 	  1    Ž .ž /i j a b ,Ł Ý Ža. Žb. 'sin  u  u   1    b1 Ž .j1 ž /i j a b
Ž . Ž .with t and  defined in Section 1.2. We call 2.1 the Bethe ansatza a
 equation. The equation was introduced in OW, RW . It is widely believed
Ž . that for each solution of 2.1 , one can associate a vector in the space W
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Ž .in 1.15 with the X -weightn
n
Ža.2.2 m   M  ,Ž . Ý Ým a a a
Ž . a1a , m H
Ž .and the vector is an eigenvector the Bethe ector of the transfer matrix of
Ž Ž1.. the U X spin chain with the quantum space W , if it is not the zeroq n
vector.
Ž .Remark 2.1. Actually, the equation 2.1 is a special case of a more
general family of the Bethe equations which depend on the spectral
parameters at each site of the spin chain. Since the analysis below can be
extended easily for a general case in a straightforward way, we concentrate
Ž .on the homogeneous case 2.1 .
Ža.'2  t Ža. 2 1 ui Ž .By setting tmax t , q e , and x  e , 2.1 is1
 a
 n a i
written as
2.3 F Ža.GŽa.F Ža.GŽa.,Ž . i	 i i i	

Ža.mŽa. Ža. mt taF  x q  1 ,Ž .Łi	 i
m1
Mn b




Ža.mŽa. Ža. mt taF  x  q ,Ž .Łi i
m1
Mn b
Ža. Ža. Žb. Ž  . ta bG  x  x q .Ž .Ý Łi i j
j1b1
2.5Ž .
Ž Ža.. Ž .2.2. String Solution. We consider a class of solutions x of 2.3 suchi
Ža. Ža.Ž . Ž .that x  x q is meromorphic with respect to q around q 0. For ai i
Ž . Ž .meromorphic function f q around q 0, let ord f be the order of the
Ž .leading power of the Laurent expansion of f q around q 0, i.e.,
2.6 f q  qordŽ f . f 0 	 f 1q	  , f 0 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .
˜ 0 1Ž . Ž .and let f q  f 	 f q	  be the normalized series. When f q is
Ž .identically zero, we set ord f  .
Ž Ža.. Ž .DEFINITION 2.2. A meromorphic solution x of 2.3 around q 0 isi
Ž . Ž Ža. Ža.. Ž . Žcalled admissible inadmissible if ord F G   for any a, i other-i	 i
.wise .
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Ž Ža..For each N N  N, we setm
2.7 HH N  a, m H N Ža. 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . 4m
Ž .  where H is defined in 1.2 . We have H  .
Ž .n Ž .DEFINITION 2.3. Let M be the one in the Bethe equation 2.3 ,a a1
Ž Ža..  Ža.and let N N  N satisfy Ý mN M . A meromorphic solu-m m1 m a
Ž Ža.. Ž .tion x of 2.3 around q 0 is called a string solution of pattern N ifi
Ž . Ž Ža..i x is admissible.i
Ž . Ž Ža.. Ž Ža. .ii x can be arranged as x withi m i
2.8 a, m H,  1, . . . , N Ža. , i 1, . . . , m ,Ž . Ž . m
such that
Ž . Ža. Ž Ža. . Ž .a d  ord x  m	 1 2 i tt ,m i m i a
Ž . Ža. Ža.0 Ža.0 Ža.0 Ž . Ža.0b z  x  x    x  0 , where x is them m1 m 2 m m m i
coefficient of the leading power of x Ža. .m i
Ž . Ž Ža. .m Ža.For each a, m,  , x is called an m-string of color a and z ism i i1 m
Ž Ža. .m Ž Ža.called the string center of the m-string x . Thus, N is them i i1 m
.number of the m-strings of color a.
Ž Ža. . Ža. Ž . d Ža.m i Ža. Ž .For a string solution x , x q  q x q , of pattern N, the˜m i m i m i
Ž .Bethe equation 2.3 reads
2.9 F Ža. GŽa. F Ža. GŽa. ,Ž . m i	 m i m i m i	
 Ža.Ža. kŽa. Ža. d 	k t tm i a2.10 F  x q  1 ,Ž . ˜Ž .Łm i	 m i
k1
 Ža.Ža. kŽa. Ža. d k t tm i a2.11 F  x q  q ,Ž . ˜Ž .Łm i m i
k1
2.12 GŽa.  x Ža. q d Ža.m i	Ž  a b. t  x Žb. q d Žb.k j ,Ž . ˜ ˜Ł ž /m i	 m i k j
bk j
2.13 GŽa.  x Ža. q d Ža.m i  x Žb. q d Žb.k j	Ž  a b. t ,Ž . ˜ ˜Ł ž /m i m i k j
bk j
where Ł Ł Ł N Žb.k Ł k and the indices a, m,  , and i run inbk j Žb, k . H  1 j1
Ž . Ž Ža. . Ž .the range 2.8 . For a string solution x of type N, we call 2.9 also them i
Bethe equation.
Ža. Ž Ža. Ža. .Note that   ord x  x is positive and finite because of˜ ˜m i m i m i1





m i y Ža. q  x Ža. q  x Ža. q .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜m i m i m i1
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Let us extract the factors y Ža. from GŽa. and introduce GŽa. asm i m i	 m i	
GŽa. i 1m1	Ža.2.15 G Ž . m i	 Ža. Ža.Ža. d 	Ž  . t	 Ža.½ m i a a m iG q y 2
 i
m ,m i	 m i
GŽa. q d
Ža.
m i	 Ža.m i	1 y 1
 i
m 1m i m i	1Ža.2.16 G Ž . m i Ža.½ G im.m m
Ž .Now the Bethe equation 2.9 takes the form
Ž˜a. ˜Ža. Ža. Ž˜a. ˜Ža.2.17 F G y F G , i 1,Ž . m1	 m 1 m 2 m 1 m1	
Ž˜a. ˜Ža. Ža. Ž˜a. ˜Ža. Ža.2.18 F G y F G y , 2
 i
m 1,Ž . m i	 m i m i	1 m i m i	 m i
Ž˜a. ˜Ža. Ž˜a. ˜Ža. Ža.2.19 F G F G y , im.Ž . m m	 m m m m m m	 m m
Ž Ža. .2.3. q 0 Limit of Bethe Equation. Suppose that x is a stringm i
Ž .solution to the Bethe equation 2.9 . Taking the leading coefficients of
Ž . Ž .2.17  2.19 ,
2.20 F Ža.0 GŽa.0 y Ža.0 F Ža.0 GŽa.0 i 1,Ž . m 1	 m1 m 2 m 1 m1	
2.21 F Ža.0 GŽa.0 y Ža.0 F Ža.0 GŽa.0 y Ža.0 2
 i
m 1,Ž . m i	 m i m i	1 m i m i	 m i
2.22 F Ža.0 GŽa.0 F Ža.0 GŽa.0 y Ža.0 im.Ž . m m	 m m m m m m	 m m
Ž . Ž .In particular, taking the product of 2.20  2.22 , we have
m Ža.0 Ža.0F Gm i	 m im
2.23 1 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ł Ža.0 Ža.0F Gi1 m i m i	
which turns out to be a key equation.
2.4. Generic String Solution. We introduce a class of string solutions for
Ž . Ža. Ža.which 2.23 can be explicitly written down. Let  ,  be them i	 m i	
‘‘superficial’’ orders of the factors F Ža. , GŽa. in the Bethe equationm i	 m i	
Ž .2.9 : Namely,
t
Ža. Ža.2.24    min m	 1 2 i	 k , 0 ,Ž . Ž .Ým i	 kta k1
t
Ža. Ža.2.25    min m	 1 2 i , k ,Ž . Ž .Ým i kta k1
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t 1
Ža.2.26   min t m	 1 2 iŽ . Ž .ŽÝm i	 bt ta bbk j
	t t    , t k	 1 2 j ,Ž . Ž . .a b a b a
t 1
Ža.2.27   min t m	 1 2 i ,Ž . Ž .ŽÝm i bt ta bbk j
t k	 1 2 j 	 t t    .Ž . Ž . .a a b a b
Ž Ža. . Ž .DEFINITION 2.4. A string solution x to 2.9 is called generic ifm i
ord F Ža.   Ža. ,Ž .m i	 m i	
ord GŽa.   Ža. 	  Ža. ,Ž .m i	 m i	 m i2.28Ž .
ord GŽa.   Ža. 	  Ža. ,Ž .m i m i m i	1
where  Ža.   Ža.  0.m1 m m	1
Given a quantum space data  N and a string pattern N N, we put

Ža. Ža. Ža.2.29      min m , k  ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ým m k
k1
2.30 P Ža.  P Ža.  , N   Ža.     min t m , t k N Žb. .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ým m m a b b a k
Ž .b , k H
LEMMA 2.5. We hae
2.31Ž .
Ža. Ža. Ža. Ža. 	    	 Ž . Ž .m i	 m i m i m i	
t 1Ža. Ža. Ža. P 	N   1
 i m	 1Ž .Ž .m	12 i m	12 i m	12 it 2a
10 i m	 1Ž . 2
t 1Ža. Ža. Ža. P 	N 	  m	 1  i
m ,Ž .Ž .2 im1 2 im1 2 im1t 2a
where Ža.  0 except for the following cases: If t  1 and there is a suchj a
that t  1, C  0, thena aa
 Ža.N t  22 j aŽa. 2.32  Ž . j Ža. Ža. Ža. N 	 2 N 	N t  3.Ž .3 j1 3 j 3 j	1 a
Proof. It is easy to show them by the case check.
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PROPOSITION 2.6. A necessary condition for the existence of a generic






Ž .min i1, m	1i t
Ža. Ža. Ža.2.33 P 	N 	   0.Ž . Ž .Ý m	12 k m	12 k m	12 k½ 5tak1
Ž .Proof. Suppose the equation 2.9 admits a generic solution. Then,
 Ža. 	  Ža. 	  Ža.   Ža. 	  Ža. 	  Ža. holds. Therefore, them i	 m i m i	1 m i m i	 m i
Ž . Ža. Ža. Ž . Ža.LHS of 2.31 equals    . Then, the LHS of 2.33 equals  ,m i m i	1 m i
which is positive.
Ž . Ž .2.5. String Center Equation SCE . Let us compute the equation 2.23
for a generic string solution.
Ž Ža. .PROPOSITION 2.7. Let x be a generic string solution of pattern N.m i




Ža. Ža.A am ,b k P 	N 	1Žb. m m2.34 z  1 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł Ł k
Ž . 1b , k H 
2.35 A  
 
 
 P Ža. 	N Ža.Ž . Ž .am , bk ab m k  m m
	    min t m , t k  
 
 .Ž . Ž .a b b a ab m k
Ž . Ž .We call 2.34 the string center equation SCE of pattern N. The SCE
Ž . Ž .2.34 becomes the linear congruence equation also called the SCE in
Žb. Žb.'Ž . Ž .terms of the variables u modulo  , defined by z  exp 2  1 u ,k k k
N Žb. Ža. Ža.k P 	N 	 1m mŽb.2.36 A u  mod.Ž . Ý Ý am , bk k 2Ž . 1b , k H 
Ž .Proof. Let us compute the ratio 2.23 explicitly.
Ža.  Ža. k kmm 1 Ł f 	Ž . Ž .k1 amŽa.0 F Ł m i Ža. Ža. m kŽa.  ki1 z Ł f ,Ž . Ž .m k1 am
1 m
 k
Ž .mk 2Ža.k  z m k , km mod 2Ž .mf am
Ž .mk1 2Ža. Ža.z z  1 m k , km mod 2.Ž . Ž .m m
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m Ž Ža.0 Ža.0 .In order to calculate Ł G G , it is convenient to evaluatei1 m i m i	
m k 0Ža. Žb.Ža. d 	Ž1	 .Ž  . t2 Žb. d 	Ž1 .Ž  . t2m i a b k j a bx q  x q˜ ˜Ł Ł ž /m i k j
i1 j1
Ž . Ž .  min t m , t k 
 
a b b a ab m k Žb. bkz g  1Ž .k am
Ž . Ž .  min t m , t k 
 
 Ž .m1 
 
 
a b b a ab m kŽa. bk ab m k z 1 g 1.Ž .Ž .m am
Here g bk are given as follows:am
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i For t m 1  t k 1  t t     1 mod 2,b a a b a b
1 1 Ž . Ž .m k   min t m , t ka b b a2 2bk Ža. Žb.g  z z .Ž .am m k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii For t m 1  t k 1  t t     0 mod 2, a, m, b a a b a b
Ž . b, k,  ,
1 1 1 b kŽ Ž ..Ž Ž . .m k 	   min t m , t k 	 	
 
a b b a am ab m k2 2 t 2a bbk Ža. Žb.g  z zŽ .am m k
1 b kŽ Ž . Ž . .min t m , t k 	 1t  
 
b a am ab m ktabŽa. Žb. z  z ,Ž .m k
Ž . bk Ž .where t max t , t and  is 0 except in the following cases: a Ifab a b am
t  t , t m t k, t m t k	1 mod 2 t, then bk is 1 or 1 witha b b a b a am
bk Ž .  t m  t k mod 2 t. b If t  t , t m  t k, t m  t k am b a a b b a b a
	1 mod 2 t, then bk is 1 or 1 with bk  t m t k mod 2 t.am am b a
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii For a, m,   b, k,  ,
1 32m  m	12 22bk Ža. Ža.0 Ža.0g   z y  y .Ž .ž /am m m 2 m m
Ž k . Ža.k bkThe factors f and g are all nonzero for a generic stringam am
Ž Ža. . Ž .solution x . Thus they are canceled in the ratio in the RHS of 2.23 ,m i
and we find
m Ža.0 Ža.0F G Ža. Ža. Am i	 m im am ,b kP 	N 	1 Žb.m m2.37 1  1 z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł Ł kŽa.0 Ža.0F Gi1 bkm i m i	
Ž . Ž . Ž .From 2.23 and 2.37 we obtain 2.34 .
Ž k . Ža.k bkFrom the conditions f  0 and g  0 in the above proof, weam am
Ž Ža. .see that a string solution is generic if and only if its string centers zm
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Ž .satisfy the following conditions for any a, m,  .
m1
Ža. kŽa.z  1  0,Ž .Ł m
k1
Ž .km 2
1 b k2.38Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . .min t m , t k 	 1t  
 
b a am ab m kta bŽa. Žb.z  z  0.Ž .Ł m k
Ž .bk am
Ž . Ž .t m1 t k1b a
Ž . Ž .t t   0 2a b a b
Ž .DEFINITION 2.8. A solution to the SCE 2.34 is called generic if it
Ž .satisfies the condition 2.38 .
Ž .Let A be the matrix with the entry A in 2.35 .am , bk
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.9. Suppose that N N satisfies the conditions 2.33 and
Ž Ža. .det A 0. Then, for each generic solution z to the SCE of pattern N,m
Ž Ža. Ž ..there exists a unique generic string solution x q of pattern N to the Bethem i
Ž . Ža. Ža.equation 2.9 such that its string center z is equal to z .m m
To prove Proposition 2.9, we introduce the new variables w Ža. asm i




2.40 x Ža.  w Ža. 	 q  Ža.m 2 w Ža. 	 	q Ža.m i w Ža. 1
 i
m.Ž . ˜m i m1 m 2 m i
Ž . Ž . Ža. Ža.Let us write the ith equation of 2.17  2.19 as L  R . Let Jm i m i
Ž .J be a matrix with entryam i, bk j
 LŽa.m i
J   1 .am i , bk j Žb. Ža.ž /w Rk j m i
Ž .LEMMA 2.10. If N N satisfies the conditions 2.33 and det A 0,
then det J is not zero at q 0.
Ž . Ža.Proof. Owing to the assumption 2.33 , we have   0 for anym i
Ž . Ža.0 Ža.0m,  ,i . Since L  R  0, it suffices to show that det J 0 form i m i
Žb. Ža. Ža. Ž˜a. Žb.Ž . Ž . Ž .J  w log L R . From 2.40 both F wam i, bk j k j m i m i m i	 k j
˜Ža. Žb. 0and G w for j 1 are zero at q 0. Thus, among J ’sm i	 k j am i, bk j
0 Ž . 0the non-vanishing ones are only J 1
 i
m , J am i, bk 1 am i, am i
Ža.0 Ž . 0 Ža.0 Ž .1y 2
 i
m , and J  1y 1
 i
m 1 . Letm i am i, am i	1 m i	10 0Ž . Ž .J  J be the am i th row vector of the matrix J. Inam i am i, bk j bk j 0view of the above result, the linear relation Ý c J  0 canam i am i am i
possibly hold only when c is independent of i. Consequently, weam i
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m 0 Ž .consider the equation Ý c Ý J  0. the bk1 th componentam am i1 am im 0of the vector Ý J is given byi1 am i
m Ža. Ža. m Ža.0 Ža.0˜ ˜ F G  F Gm i	 m i m i	 m i
lim log  log ,Ł ŁŽb. Žb. Ža.0 Ža.0Ža.Ža.w  z F Gq0 ˜ ˜i1 i1F Gk 1 k m i m i	m i m i	
Ž . Ža. Ž .where we have taken into account 2.40 and   0. Due to 2.37 them i
last expression is equal to A z Žb.. Therefore the equationam , bk km 0Ý c Ý J  0 is equivalent to Ý c A  0 for anyam am i1 am i am am am , bk
Ž .b, k,  . This admits only the trivial solution for c if det A 0.am
Ž . Ž .Proof of Proposition 2.9. The Bethe equations 2.17  2.19 are simulta-
ŽŽ Ža. . . Ž . Ž .neous equations in the variables w , q . At q 0, 2.17  2.19 reducem i
Ž . Ž . Ž Ža.0 .to 2.20  2.22 . The latter fix y unambiguously once a generic solu-m i
Ž Ža. . Ža.tion z to the SCE is given. Denote the resulting value of w bym m i
w Ža.0. From Lemma 2.10 and the implicit function theorem, there uniquelym i
Ža. Ža.0 Ža.0Ž . Ž . Ž .exist functions w q satisfying 2.17  2.19 and w  w .m i m i m i
From Propositions 2.7 and 2.9, we obtain the main statement in this
section.
Ž .THEOREM 2.11. Suppose that N N satisfies the conditions 2.33 and
det A 0. Then, there is a one-to-one correspondence between generic string
Ž .solutions of pattern N to the Bethe equation 2.9 and generic solutions to the
Ž .SCE 2.34 of pattern N.
Remark 2.12. As we will see later in Lemma 3.8, the condition det A
0 in Theorem 2.11 is satisfied if N N satisfies the condition
2.41 P Ža.  , N  0 for any a, m H.Ž . Ž . Ž .m
Ž .More strongly, det A is positive under 2.41 . In general, the conditions
Ž . Ž . Ža.2.33 and 2.41 are simultaneously satisfied if Ý mN is sufficientlym m
Ža. Ž . Ža.smaller than Ý  . Because of 2.2 , Ý mN  measures them m Ža, m. H m a
difference between the weight of the corresponding Bethe vector and the
highest weight of the quantum space W . Thus, if Ý  Ža. are largem m
enough, the conditions in Theorem 2.11 are satisfied at least ‘‘near the
highest weight.’’
3. COUNTING OF OFF-DIAGONAL SOLUTIONS TO SCE
In this section the off-diagonal solutions of the SCE will be counted
Ž .under a certain condition Theorem 3.2 .
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kŽ . Ž3.1. Off-Diagonal Solution. In what follows, the symbol k, jj
. will denote the binomial coefficients,
k k 1  k j	 1 j! j 0Ž . Ž .
k 3.1  1 j 0Ž . ž /j 0 j 0.
Ž .For each  , N N, we define the number R  , N as follows: For
N 0 N,
3.2 R  , N  det FŽ . Ž . am , bkž /
Ž . Ž .a , m , b , k H 
1 Ža. Ža.P 	N  1m m
 ,Ł Ža. Ža.ž /N N  1Ž .a , m H  m m
3.3 F  
 
 P Ža. 	    min t m , t k N Žb. ,Ž . Ž . Ž .am , bk ab m k m a b b a k
Ž . Ža. Ža.Ž . Ž . Ž .where HH N and P  P  , N are given by 2.7 and 2.30 .m m
Ž . Ž .For N 0, we set R  , 0  1 irrespective of  . For any N N, R  , N
Ž .is an integer cf. Lemma 4.2 , although it is not always a positive one.
Ž Ža. .DEFINITION 3.1. A solution z to the SCE is called off-diagonalm
Ž . Ža. Ža. Ž .diagonal if z  z only for   otherwise .m m
Note that ‘‘off-diagonal’’ above is weaker than the condition that z Ža. ’sm
are all distinct.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.2. If N  0  N satisfies the condition 2.41 , then the
Ž .number of off-diagonal solutions to the SCE 2.34 of pattern N diided by
Ža. Ž .Ł N ! is equal to R  , N .Ža, m. H  m
Remark 3.3. In contrast with Definition 3.1, let us call a solution to the
Ž . Ža. Ž .Bethe equation 2.9 off-diagonal if the x q ’s are all distinct. Theoremm i
  Ž .3.2 is motivated by the fact for X  A TV that i the Bethe vectorn 1
associated to each solution to the Bethe equation does not vanish if and
Ž1. Ž .only if x ’s are admissible and off-diagonal; ii the Bethe vector isi
invariant under the permutations of x Ž1.’s. Combining Theorem 3.2 withi
Ž .Theorem 2.11, the number R  , N correctly counts the off-diagonal string
Ž . Ž .solutions of pattern N modulo permutation to the Bethe equation 2.9 if
N satisfies all the following conditions:
Ž . Ž . Ž .i N N satisfies the conditions 2.33 and 2.41 .
Ž .ii All the off-diagonal string solutions of pattern N to the Bethe
equation are generic.
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Ž .iii For each off-diagonal string solution of pattern N to the Bethe
equation, the string centers are all distinct.
Ž . Ža.iv For each off-diagonal solution to the SCE of pattern N, z ’sm
are all distinct.
Unfortunately, so far we do not know a more general condition where the
one-to-one correspondence between the off-diagonal string solutions to
Ž . Ž .the Bethe equation 2.9 and the off-diagonal solutions to the SCE 2.34
holds.
3.2. Proof of Theorem 3.2. We work with the logarithmic form of the
Ž .SCE 2.36 ,
  d3.4 Au c mod ,Ž .
 Ža. Žb.Ž .where dÝ N . Here u u is the unknown and c is someŽa, m. H  m k
Ž . Ž .constant vector. The matrix A A is specified by 2.35 . Weam , bk
consider the solutions uŽb. modulo integers.k
Ž  .The following fact is well-known cf. C, 1.2.2, Lemma 1 .
LEMMA 3.4. Let B be an r by r integer matrix with det B 0. Then for
  r r  any b , the equation Bx b mod has exactly det B solutions x in
Ž . r .
Ž .Therefore, if det A 0, then the number of the solutions to 3.4 ,
 including diagonal ones, is given by det A . One can systematically remove
 the diagonal solutions using the Mobius inversion method A, S as follows.¨
Ž .For a given positive integer K ,   , . . . , is called a partition of a1 l
 4set 1, . . . , K if
 41, . . . , K     1 l
is a disjoint union decomposition. Here, the ordering of  , , . . . , is1 2 l
ignored. Each  is called a block of  , and l is called a length of  . Leti
 4L denote the set of partitions of 1, . . . , K . L becomes a partiallyK K
Ž .ordered set poset by the following partial order: Given two partitions
 ,  L , we say that 
   if each block of   is contained in a blockK
Ž .of  . Let   ,  be the Mobius function for the poset L . The following¨ K
 is well-known A, S .
LEMMA 3.5. Let X be an indeterminate. For any  L we haeK
3.5 X    , X lŽ . ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ýl 
 

Ž . Ž . Ž .where X  X X 1  X l	 1 .l
For a given string pattern N N, we consider the direct product of
Ž Ža.. Ž Ža..Ža.posets L Ł L ; for   ,     L , we de-N Ža, m. H  N m m Nm
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Ža. Ža. Ž . Ž .fine 
   when  
  for each a, m . Below,   ,  means them m
Ž . Ž Ža..Mobius function for L . We set l  Ý l  . For each ¨ N Ža, m. H  m
Ž Ža..  L , letm N
  Žb. Žb. Žb.Sol  u u  u is a solution of 3.4 , u  u ifŽ .½ Ž . k k k
 and  belong to the same block of  Žb. ,5k
 Žb. Žb. Žb.Sol  u u  u is a solution of 3.4 , u  u if and only ifŽ .½ Ž . k k k
 and  belong to the same block of  Žb. .5k
Ž .In particular, Sol is the set of the off-diagonal solutions of 3.4 , wherema x
 is the maximal element in L .max N
LEMMA 3.6.
    3.6 Sol    , Sol .Ž . Ž .Ý  
 

    Proof. By definition Sol Ý Sol . Applying the Mobius inver-¨  
  
  Ž .sion formula S , we obtain 3.6 .
Ž .   To use the formula 3.6 , let us evaluate Sol . With the constraint
Žb. Žb. Žb. Žb.Ž .u  u on u u if  and  belong to the same block of  , thek k k k
Ž .SCE 3.4 reduces to the form
  lŽ .3.7 A u  c mod  .Ž .  
 Žb. Žb.Ž .In the new unknown u  u ,  is now labeled by the blocks of  . k k
 Ž .The matrix A is an integer matrix of size l  obtained by a reduction of
Ž .the matrix A as follows: It is formed by summing up the bk th columns
of A over those  belonging to the same block of  Žb. and discarding allk
but one row for each block. Explicitly,
3.8 A  
 
 
 P Ža. 	N Ža.Ž . Ž .ami , bk j ab m k i j m m
 Žb. 	    min t m , t k  
 
  4Ž . Ž .a b b a ab m k k , j
Ž Ža.. Ž Žb..where 1
 i
 l  and 1
 j
 l  . From Lemma 3.4 we havem k
      Sol  det A if det A  0.




Ž Ža..l  1m Ža. Ža.3.9 det A  det F P 	N .Ž . Ž . Ž .Łam , bk m mž /
Ž . Ž .a , m , b , k H  Ž .a , m H 
Furthermore, we have
Ž . Ž . LEMMA 3.8. If N  0  N satisfies the condition 2.41 , then det A
 0.
Proof. By Lemma 3.7, it suffices to verify that det F 0. Actually, aH 
Ž . Ža.stronger statement holds: Let us forget the relation 2.30 and regard Pm
Ž . Ža.in 3.3 as a nonnegatie integer which is independent of N ’s. Then,m
det F 0 still holds. We prove the last statement by the double induc-H 
  Ža. Ž .tion on H and the sum Ý P . First, let H  be arbitraryŽa, m. H  m
Ža. Ž Ža. Ž . .and suppose that Ý P  0 i.e., P  0 for any a, m H .Ža, m. H  m m
ŽThen det F  0 is equivalent to the positivity of det  H  H  a
. Ž . min mt , kt , which is a principal minor of the tensor product ofb a b
ŽŽ .. Ž Ž . .two positive-definite matrices,    and min m, k s , witha b 1
m , k
 L
L and s some integers. Therefore, the claim is true. Next, suppose that
Ž .4 Ž   . Ža.H a, m i.e., H  1 and P is any nonnegative integer. Thenm
Ža. Ž . Ža. Ž   .det F  P 	    mt N  0. Finally, let H H  2 andH  m a a a m
Ža. Ž . Ž .Ý P  0 be arbitrary. Then there exists some r, i H suchŽa, m. H  m
Ž r . Ž˜a. Ža. Ž˜a. Ža.Ž . Ž .that P  0. Set P  P  1 if a, m  r, i , P  P otherwise,i m m m m
˜ Ž .4and H  H  r, i . Then, one can split the determinant as
Ža. Ža. Ž˜a.Ž 4. Ž 4. Ž 4.det F P  det F P 	 det F P . By the induction hy-˜H  m H  m H  m
pothesis, the RHS is positive.
Assembling Lemmas 3.43.8, we have
 Sol 1ma x    , det AŽ .Ý maxŽa. Ža.Ł N ! Ł N !Ža , m. H  m Ža , m. H  m LN
P Ža.	N Ža. Ža.Ž . Nm m m det FŽ . Łam , bkž / Ža. Ža. Ža.N ! P 	NŽ . Ž .a , m , b , k H  Ž .Ž .a , m H  m m m
 R  , N .Ž .
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.
4. GENERATING SERIES
Ž .The number R  , N , which was introduced in Section 3 to count the
XXZ-type Bethe vectors, is our main concern below. Let us recall the
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Ž . Ž .definition of R  , N in 3.2 , where  , N N and H and N are defined
Ž . Ž .in 1.2 and 1.14 : For N 0,
4.1 R  , N  det FŽ . Ž . am , bkž /
Ž . Ž .a , m , b , k H 
1 Ža. Ža.P 	N  1m m
 ,Ł Ža. Ža.ž /N N  1Ž .a , m H  m m
4.2 HH N  a, m H N Ža. 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . 4m

Ža. Ža. Ža.4.3      min m , k  ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ým m k
k1
4.4 P Ža.  P Ža.  , N   Ža.     min t m , t k N Žb. ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ým m m a b b a k
Ž .b , k H
4.5 F  
 
 P Ža. 	    min t m , t k N Žb. .Ž . Ž . Ž .am , bk ab m k m a b b a k
Ž .For N 0, we set R  , 0  1. From now on, we forget the conditions
Ž . Ž .2.33 and 2.41 required for Theorems 2.11 and 3.2. For any N N,
Ž . Ž .R  , N is an integer cf. Lemma 4.2 , although it is not always a positive
one.
On the other hand, the number
P Ža. 	N Ža.m m4.6 K  , N Ž . Ž . Ł Ža.ž /NŽ .a , m H m
 was introduced in KR to count the XXX-type Bethe vectors. Below we
Ž . Ž .treat two numbers, R  , N and K  , N , in a parallel way so that the
relation between them becomes transparent.
4.1. Generating Series. It is natural to introduce the generating series of
Ž . Ž .R  , N and K  , N ,
N Ža.m N N Ža.4.7 R w  R  , N w , w  w ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ł m
Ž .a , m HNN
4.8 K w  K  , N w N .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
NN
Ž .It turns out that the following truncation projection is appropriate for
Ž .our purpose cf. Remark 4.9 : Let l be a fixed nonnegative integer l, and
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let
4.9 H  a, m  1
 a
 n , 1
m
 t l , 4Ž . Ž .l a
4.10 N  N N Ža. N Ža.  , N Ža.  0 for a, m H ,Ž . Ž . 4Ž .Ž .l m m  0 m la , m H
so that lim H H and lim N  N. The truncated generating series are l l
defined as
N Ža.m N N Ža.4.11 R w  R  , N w , w  w ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Łl m
Ž .a , m HNN ll
4.12 K w  K  , N w N .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýl
NNl
PROPOSITION 4.1.
R 0 w  1.Ž .l
Ž . Ž .Proof. By definition, R 0, 0  1. Let  0 and N 0. From 4.5 , we
have Ý F   Ža. and  Ža.  0 when  0. Thus, det F 0.Žb, k . H  am , bk m m
Ž . Ž .Therefore, R 0, N  0 by 4.1 .
0Ž . Ž . Ž .In contrast, K w is not so simple. See 4.28 and 4.29 .l
Ž .We need the following alternative expression of R  , N .
LEMMA 4.2. For any  , N N, the equality
Ž . Ž .a a    P J 	N Jm m 4.13 R  , N  DŽ . Ž . Ý ŁJ Ž .a ž /Ž .a , m H  N JJH m
holds, where the sum is taken oer all the finite subsets J of H,
1 if J
4.14 D Ž . J ½ det D otherwise,Ža , m. , Žb , k . J am , bk
4.15 D     min t m , t k  
 
 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .am , bk a b b a ab m k
 Ža. Ža.Ž    .P J  P  J , N J withm m
Ž . Ž .a a Ža.     4.16  J   J ,  J       B ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ým m m a b bk , am
Ž .b , k J
Ž . Ž .a a Ža.     4.17 N J  N J , N J N   a, m  J ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .m m m
Ž . Ž . Ž .B is defined in 1.3 , and  true  1,  false  0.bk , am
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Ž .Proof. If N 0, then both sides of 4.13 are 1. Suppose that N 0.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ža. Ža.. Žb.By 4.5 and 4.15 , we have F  
 
 P 	N 	D N .am , bk ab bk m m am , bk k
Ž Ža. Ža.. Ža.By splitting the sum P 	N 	D N of each diagonal elementm m am , am m
Ž . Ž .in det F in 4.1 , R  , N is written as
P Ža.	N Ža. P Ža.	N Ža.  1m m m m4.18 D .Ž . Ý Ł ŁJ Ža. Ža.½ 5ž / ž /N N  1Ž . Ž .a , m H J a , m JJH  m m
Ž . Ž .Then, 4.13 follows from 4.18 and the fact that
4.19Ž .
Ž .a Ža. P J  Pm m

 min m , j    BŽ . Ž .Ý Ý a b bk , a j
j1 Ž .b , k J
	    min t m , t k  b , k  J  0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý a b b a
Ž .b , k H
Ž . Ž .where the last equality in 4.19 is due to A.8 .
Remark 4.3. Let
˜ Ža. Ža. Ža.4.20 N N N N  , N  0Ž .  Ž .Ž .m m ma , m H
except for finitely-many a, m .Ž . 4
˜Ž . Ž .We extend the definition of R  , N to N N such that R  , N  0 if
˜ ˜Ž .N N  N. Then, the equality 4.13 still holds for any N N because
˜Ž .both sides of 4.13 are 0 if N N  N. We use this fact in the proof of
Lemma 5.12.
Ž .For N N , the expression 4.13 reads asl
LEMMA 4.4. For N N , we hael
Ž . Ž .a a    P J 	N Jm m 4.21 R  , N  D .Ž . Ž . Ý ŁJ Ž .a ž /Ž .a , m H  N JJH l ml
 Ž .  Ž .  Ža.  ŽPROPOSITION 4.5. R w and K w conerge for w  2ml l m
.2 m1 Ž .2 m1  2m .
 Ž . Ž .Proof. First, we consider K w . For given a, m H and N N , letl l l
Žb. Žb. Žb. Žb.Ž .N N be N N 	 
 
 and let P  P  , N . Then, it isl k k ab m k k k
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easy to check that
P Žb. 	N Žb. PŽb. 	N Žb.k k k klim Žb. Žb.Ža. ž / ž /NN  Nkm k
2 m1 2m 1Ž .
 b , k  a, mŽ . Ž .2 m 2mŽ .1 b , k  a, m .Ž . Ž .
 Ž .  Ža.  Ž .2 m1 Ž .2 mTherefore, K w converges for w  2m 1  2m . Next,l m
 Ž .  Ž .consider R w . By Lemma 4.4, R w is a linear sum of the power seriesl l
whose coefficient of w N is
Ž . Ž .a a   P J 	N Jm m .Ł Ž .až /Ž .a , m H  N Jl m
Ža. 2 m1 2 m  Ž . Ž .Again, each series converges for w  2m 1  2m .m
 4.2. Basic Identity. To proceed, we use an identity found by K2 for An
 and generalized to X by HKOTY .n
Ž Ža.. Ž Ža..Let    and z z be complex multivariables.m Ža, m. H m Ža, m. Hl l
Ž .We define a map z z  as
Ž .Ž .  t mt ka b b aŽa. Ža. Žb.4.22 z   1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Łm m k
Ž .b , k Hl
t mt kb a
Ž .The Jacobian  z  is 1 at   0, so that the map z  is biholomorphic
Ž .around   z 0. Let   z the inverse map around z 0.
Ž . Ža. ŽŽ . .LEMMA 4.6 K2, HKOTY . Let  a, m H be arbitrary complexm l
numbers. We hae the following power series expansion at z 0 which
 Ža. conerges for z  1.m
 Ža.1mŽa.4.23 1 zŽ . Ž .Ž .Ł m
Ž .a , m Hl
 Ža. 	 cŽa. 	N Ža. Ža.m m m NmŽa. z ,Ž .Ý Ł mŽa.ž /NŽ .a , m H mNN ll
4.24 cŽa.     t k t m N Žb. .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ým a b a b k
Ž .b , k Hl
t mt kb a
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A proof of Lemma 4.6 is given in Appendix B for the reader’s conve-
nience.
Ž Ža..4.3. Analytic Formula. Let w w be another complexm Ža, m. Hl
Ž .multivariable. We define a biholomorphic map w w  around   w
0 as
Ž . Ž .   min t m , t ka b b aŽa. Ža. Žb.4.25 w   1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Łm m k
Ž .b , k Hl
Ž .Combining it with 4.22 , we have biholomorphic maps among variables  ,
Ž .z, and w around   z w 0. Each map is denoted by   w ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .z z w , etc. By 4.22 and 4.25 , we have the relation
Ž .  t ma b bŽa. Ža. Žb.4.26 z w  w 1 w .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Łm m k
Ž .b , k Hl
Ž .THEOREM 4.7. The following equalities power series expansions hold
around w 0.
 Ža.m 0 Ža.4.27 K w  K w 1 w ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Łl l m
Ž .a , m Hl
w Žb.   Ža. 1k m0 Ža.4.28 K w  det w 1 wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Łl mŽa. Žb.ž / wH Ž .l a, m Hm k l
1
Ža.4.29  det 
 
 	D  w ,Ž . Ž .Ž .ab m k am , bk mž /
Hl
 Ža.m Ža.4.30 R w  1 w ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Łl m
Ž .a , m Hl
Ža. Ž . Ž .where  and D are defined in 4.3 and 4.15 .m am , bk
ŽŽ . Ž .. Ža.Proof. 4.27 and 4.28 Let dz abbreviate  dz . By LemmaŽa, m. H ml
4.6, we have
 Ža. 	 cŽa.	N Ža.m m m4.31Ž . Ł Ža.ž /NŽ .a , m H ml
 Ža.1 N Ža.1m mŽa. Ža. Res 1 z z dz .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ł m mž /z0 Ž .a , m Hl
Ž . Ža. Ža.Ž . Ža. Ža. Ž .In 4.31 , we set   P  , N  c    Ý   m m m m Žb, k . H a blŽb. Ž .t kN . After the substitution of 4.26 and the change of the integrationa k
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variable, we obtain
Ž .4.32 P Ža. 	N Ža.m mŁ Ža.ž /NŽ .a , m H ml
 Ža.1 N Ža.1m mŽa. Ža. Res 1 w wŽ .Ž . Ž .Ł m mž /½w0 Ž .a , m Hl
w Žb.  z Ža.k m
det w dw.Ž .Ža. Žb. 5ž /z wHl m k
Ž .Also, by 4.22 , we have
z Žb.   Ža.k m
4.33 det  1.Ž . Ža. Žb.ž /  zHl m k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .The equalities 4.27 and 4.28 follow from 4.32 , 4.33 , and the fact that
 0 if  0.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4.29 By using 4.25 , the RHS of 4.28 is easily calculated as 4.29 .
Ž . Ž . Ža. Ža.  Ža.4.30 In 4.32 , replace N and P in both sides with N J andm m m
 Ža. Ža. Ž .P J . Accordingly,  in the RHS of 4.32 should also be replaced bym m
Ža. Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ý    min t m, t k cf. 4.19 and A.8 . Then, usingm Žb, k . J a b b a
Ž .4.25 , we obtain
Ž .4.34 Ž . Ž .a a   P J 	N Jm mŁ Ž .až /Ž .a , m H  N Jl m
 Ža. N Ža.1m mŽa. Ža. Res 1 w wŽ .Ž . Ž .Ł m m½ ž /w0 Ž .a , m Hl
  Ža. w K 0 w dw.Ž . Ž .Ł m lž / 5Ž .a , m J
Ž . Ž . Ž .The equality 4.30 follows from Lemma 4.4, 4.29 , 4.34 , and the identity
D  Ža. w  det 
 
 	D  Ža. w .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý ŁJ m ab m k am , bk mž / Ž . Ž .a , m , b , k HŽ .a , m J lJHl
COROLLARY 4.8.
4.35 R w  K w K 0 w ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l l l
4.36 R w R  w R	  w .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l l l
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Equation 4.35 is immediately obtained from 4.30 and 4.27 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ža.Equation 4.36 follows from 4.30 and the fact that  	   m
Ža. Ža.Ž . Ž .  	    .m m
  Ž .Remark 4.9. Let  w be the formal power series ring ofl
Ž Ža..     Ž .w . There are natural surjections  : w  w l
 km Ža, m. H lk k ll
Ž Ža.. Ž . Ž  Ž ..  Ž .with  w  0 for a, m  H  H . Since  R w  R w ,lk m k l lk k l
Ž  Ž ..    R w defines an element in the projective limit  w  lim  w ,l l1 l Ž . Ž . Ž  Ž ..which is identified with R w in 4.7 and so is K w . Then, the
Ž . Ž . Ž .equalities 4.30 , 4.27 , and 4.36 can be rephrased as
 Ža.m  0 Ža.4.37 R w  K w K w  1 w ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł m
Ž .a , m H
4.38 R w R  w R	  w ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž ..   Ž .where the RHS of 4.37 denotes f w  w with f w being thel l
Ž .power series expansion of the RHS of 4.30 around w 0.
5. FORMAL COMPLETENESS OF BETHE VECTORS
Now we are ready to present the main results briefly explained in
 Ž .Section 1.5. Our goal here is to express the coefficient r in 1.20 as a sum	
Ž .of the numbers R  , N .
5.1. Specialization of Generating Series. Let y  e a and x  e a bea a
the formal exponents of simple roots and fundamental weights of X . Wen
Ž . Ž .also regard y y and x x as complex multivariables related by thea a
Ž . n Ž a b. tbmap y y x , y Ł x . We perform the specializationa b1 b
Ža.Ž . m  Ž .w y  y of the variable of the series R w ,m a l
n




 Ža.  Ý m Nm 0 m˜5.2 R y  lim R w y  R  , N yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý Łl a
l a1NN
 ˜  Ž Ž .. Ž .exists in  y , because R w y  R y mod I , where I is the ideal ofl l l
  t1 l	1 tn l	1 y generated by y , . . . , y . In the same way, we define the limit1 n
n
 Ža.  Ý m Nm 0 m˜5.3 K y  lim K w y  K  , N y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý Łl a
l a1NN
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Ž . Ža. Ž Žb.. Žb.For each a, m H, let 
   ,   
 
 , andm k Žb, k . H k ab m k
Ž˜a. ˜
 Ža.m ˜Ža. ˜
 Ža.m5.4 R y  R y , K y  K y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m m
It immediately follows from Corollary 4.8 that we have
PROPOSITION 5.1.
˜ ˜ ˜0 Ž˜a. ˜Ža. ˜05.5 R y  K y K y , R y  K y K y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m m
˜ ˜  ˜	 5.6 R y R y  R y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 Ža.m Ža.˜ ˜5.7 R y  R y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł m
Ž .a , m H
 Ža.m 0 Ža. 0˜ ˜ ˜ ˜5.8 K y K y  K y K y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł m
Ž .a , m H
We also introduce the corresponding Laurent series of x as
Ža. m Ž˜a.R x  x R y x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .m a m
 m Ža.m ˜R x  x R y x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł až /
Ž .a , m H
5.9Ž .
Ža. m ˜Ža.K x  x K y x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .m a m
 m Ža.m ˜K x  x K y x .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł až /
Ž .a , m H
5.10Ž .
˜ Ž˜a. ˜Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 5.2. The equalities in 5.5  5.8 with R , R , K , andm
˜Ža.  Ža.  Ža.K replaced with R , R , K , and K also hold.m m m
5.2. Main Results.
˜Ža.Ž .THEOREM 5.3. There exists a unique family Q of inertiblem Žm , a. H
˜ ˜Ž . Ž .power series of y which satisfies Q-I and Q-II in Definition 1.3. In fact,
˜Ža. Ž˜a. ˜Ža. ˜05.11 Q y  R y  K y K y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m m m
˜Ža.Ž .Remark 5.4. The existence of Q also follows from Theoremm Žm , a. H
1.6 for X of classical type. A weak version of the uniqueness was shown inn
  Ža.HKOTY, Theorem 8.1 , where the W-invariance of Q was furtherm
assumed.
A proof of Theorem 5.3 is given in Section 5.3. We present its conse-
 Ž . Ž .quences first. Let Q x be the Laurent series of x defined in 1.16 . It
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Ž .follows from Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 and 1.16 that we have
COROLLARY 5.5.
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜05.12 Q y  R y  K y K y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
5.13 Q x  R x  K  x K 0 x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Expanding both sides of the first equality in 5.13 , we have
5.14 r  R  , N ,Ž . Ž .Ý	
NN	
 Ž .where r is defined in 1.19 and	
 Ža. Ža.5.15 N  N N m   mN   	 .Ž . Ý Ý	 m a m a½ 5
Ž . Ž .a , m H a , m H
Therefore, we have
Ž .COROLLARY 5.6 Formal Completeness of XXZ-Type Bethe Vectors .
If Conjecture 1.10 is correct, then
5.16 ch W  x  R x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
5.17 dim W  R  , N ,Ž . Ž .Ý	
NN	
where dim W  denotes the weight multiplicity in W  at weight 	.	
Ž .Remark 5.7. We know that the number R  , N correctly counts the
Bethe vectors only for special string patterns N. One naive explanation of
Ž . Ž .the equality 5.17 is as follows: R  , N correctly counts the Bethe vectors
and therefore the weight multiplicity when 	 are relatively close to the
 Ž .highest weight of W . Then, the factorization property 5.7 imposes such a
Ž .strong constraint that the equality 5.17 has to hold for the entire region
of 	.
With Theorem 1.6, we have
COROLLARY 5.8. Let X be of classical type, and let  Ža. be the X -char-n m n
Ž . Ž .acter gien in the RHSs of 1.7  1.10 . Then
5.18  Ža. x  RŽa. x  K Ža. x K 0 x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m m m
 Ž .  Ž . 0Ž .In particular, R x  K x K x is a W-inariant Laurent polynomial
˜ ˜ ˜0Ž . Ž . Ž .and R y  K y K y is a polynomial.
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Remark 5.9. It remains an open problem to show the W-invariance of
 ˜Ž . Ž .Q x and the polynomial property of Q y for X of exceptional typen
without assuming Conjecture 1.10.
The formal completeness of the XXX-type Bethe vectors has been
 worked out by K1, K2, KR, HKOTY . We reformulate their result in our
Ž .context as follows. See Appendix C for a proof.
Ž1.Ž . Žn.Ž .PROPOSITION 5.10. If Q x , . . . , Q x are W-inariant, then1 1
K 0 x  1 e ,Ž . Ž .Ł
	
where  is the set of all the positie roots of X .	 n
Ž1.Ž . Žn.Ž .If Conjecture 1.10 is correct, then Q x , . . . , Q x are W-invariant.1 1
Then, by Proposition 5.10, we have
5.19 k K  , N ,Ž . Ž .Ý	
NN	
 Ž .where k is defined in 1.17 . Therefore, we have	
Ž .COROLLARY 5.11 Formal Completeness of XXX-Type Bethe Vectors .
If Conjecture 1.10 is correct, then
5.20 ch W  x  K  x 1 e ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł
	
5.21 W : V  K  , N ,Ž . Ž .Ý	
NN	
  where 	 is a dominant X -weight and W : V denotes the multiplicity of then 	
Ž . U X -irreducible components V with highest weight 	 in W .q n 	
5.3. Proof of Theorem 5.3.
Ž˜a.Ž . Ž .5.3.1. Existence. Because R  , N 0  1, R y is an invertiblem
Ž˜a. ˜ ˜ ˜Ža.Ž . Ž . Ž .power series. We show that R satisfies Q-I and Q-II with Q beingm m
Ž˜a.replaced with R .m
˜Ž . Ž .Q-I From the factorization property 5.7 , it is enough to prove
LEMMA 5.12. The relation
˜	 ˜ m ˜5.22 R y  R y 	 y R yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .a
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Ž Žb.. Ž Žb.. Ž Žb..holds where 	 	 ,   ,   withk k k
	Žb.  2
 
 , Žb.  
 
 	 
 ,Ž .k ab m k k ab m	1, k m1, k
 Žb. 2
 
     B .Ž .k ab m k a b am , bk
Proof. It is enough to show that
5.23 R 	, N  R  , N 	 R  , NŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Žb. ˜ Žb. ˜ Žb.Ž . Ž .for N N  N and N N  N which are related as N k k k
Žb. ˜ ˜Ž Ž ..N  
 
 N is defined in 4.20 . By Remark 4.3, for any N N itk ab m k
holds that
Ž .bŽb.      P 	 J , N J 	N JŽ . kk 5.24 R 	, N  D .Ž . Ž . Ý ŁJ Ž .b ž /Ž .b , k H  N JJH k
Ž . Ž .By A.6 and A.8 , it is easy to show that
Žb.     Žb.    5.25 P 	 J , N J  P  J , N J 	 
 
Ž . Ž . Ž .k k ab m k
Žb.     P  J , N J .Ž .k
Ž .With 5.25 , we have
Ž .aŽa.      P 	 J , N J 	N JŽ . mm5.26Ž . Ž .až / N J m
Ž .aŽa.      P  J , N J 	N JŽ . mm
Ž .až / N J m
Ž .aŽa.      P  J , N J 	N JŽ . mm	 ,
Ž .až / N J m
Ž . Ž .while for b, k  a, m
Ž .Ž . Ž . bb b Žb.          P  J , N J 	N JP J 	N J Ž . kk k k5.27 Ž . Ž . Ž .b bž / ž /   N J N Jk k
Ž .bŽb.      P  J , N J 	N JŽ . kk .
Ž .bž / N J k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .The equality 5.23 follows from 5.24 , 5.26 , and 5.27 .
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˜ Ž˜a.Ž . Ž .  Q-II We show that the limit lim R y exists in  y . Letm m
Ža. Ž . Žb.Ž Ža. . Žb.Ž Ža. . Ž
 be the one in 5.4 . Then, P 
 , N  P 
 , N  
  km k m k m	1 ab
Ž˜a. Žb.. Ž . Ž . Ž .m	 1 holds from 4.4 . In the series R y , those N N containingm k
N Ža. 0 with km	 1 make contributions to the power y d only fork a
Ž˜a. Ž˜a. m	1Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .  dm see 5.2 . It follows that R y  R y mod y  y . Then,m m	1 a
we have
Ža. Ža. Ža. m	1˜ ˜ ˜  R y  R y  R y   mod y  y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .m m	1 m	2 a
Ž˜a.Ž .which means lim R y exists.m m
˜Ža.Ž Ž ..5.3.2. Uniqueness. Let Q y be a family of invertible powerm Ža, m. H
˜ ˜Ž . Ž .series of y which satisfies Q-I and Q-II in Definition 1.3. By Proposi-
˜ ˜Ža.Ž . Ž .tion A.2 and Q-II , the constant term of Q y is 1. We define a familym
Ž Ža.Ž ..of power series  y with constant term zero bym Ža, m. Hl
˜Ža. ˜Ža.Q y Q yŽ . Ž .m1 m	1Ža. Ža.˜5.28  y  1 , Q y  1.Ž . Ž . Ž .m 02Ža.Q˜ yŽ .Ž .m
Ž Ža.Ž ..We further define a family of power series w y with constantm Ža, m. HlŽa.Ž Ž .. Ža.Ž .term zero by the composition w  y of the series  y and the powerm m
Ž . Ž .series expansion of the holomorphic map w w  in 4.25 at   0.
LEMMA 5.13. The equalities of power series of y,
 Ža.mŽa.5.29 1 yŽ . Ž .Ž .Ł m
Ž .a , m Hl
 Ža.t t	1aŽa.n ˜Ža. Q yŽ .ž /t l amŽa.˜ Q y ,Ž .Ž .Ł Ł Ža.m ž / t laŽa.Ž . a1a , m H  0˜l Q yŽ .ž /t l	1a
Ž .  t ma b bŽb.n Q˜ yŽ .t lbŽa. m5.30 w y  y ,Ž . Ž . Łm a Žb.˜ž /Q yŽ .b1 t l	1b
hold.
Ž . Ž .Proof. 5.29 By rearranging the product indices, the LHS in 5.29
becomes
 Ža.t l	1aŽa. t ln a˜ Ža. Ža. Ža.Q yŽ .ž /t l 2  a m m	1 m1Ža.Q˜ y .Ž .Ž .Ł ŁŽa. m t laŽa.a1 m1 0Q˜ yŽ .ž /t l	1a
Ž . Ža. Ža. Ža. Ža.By A.4 , we have 2       .m m	1 m1 m
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Ž .5.30 Using the same trick as above and the definition of B inam , bk
Ž .1.3 , we have
Ž . Ž .   min t m , t ka b b aŽb.1 yŽ .Ž .Ł k
Ž .b , k Hl
Ž .  t ma b bŽb. t ln bQ˜ yŽ . Ž .  Bt l a b am ,b kb Žb.˜ Q y .Ž .Ž .Ł Ł kŽb.˜ž /Q y 0Ž .b1 k1t l	1b
˜Ž . Ž .On the other hand, using Q-I and A.7 , we have
Ž .   Ba b am ,b kŽa. m Žb.˜ y  y Q yŽ . Ž .Ž .Łm a k
Ž .b , k Hl
Ž . Ž .for a, m H . Equation 5.30 is obtained by multiplying the above twol
equalities.
LEMMA 5.14. The following equality of the power series of y holds:
5.31Ž .
Ža. t t	1aŽa.n ˜Ža. Q yŽ .ž /t l amŽa.Q˜ yŽ .Ž .Ł Ł Ža.m ž / t laŽa.Ž . a1a , m H  0˜l Q yŽ .ž /t l	1a
Ž . Ža.  t m Na b b mŽb.n Q˜ yŽ .ž /t lŽa. bm Nm R  , N y .Ž .Ý Ł Ł Žb.˜ 0Ž . b1 Q yŽ . 0a, m HNN ž /l t l	1l b
Ž .Proof. Let us regard 4.30 as an equality of the power series of w.
Ža.Ž . Ža. Ž .Then, by substituting the series w y for the variable w in 4.30 andm m
Ž . Ž . Ž .using 5.29 and 5.30 , we obtain 5.31 .
˜Ž . Ž .Thanks to the convergence property Q-II , the limit l  of 5.31
˜Ža.  Ža.m ˜Ž Ž .. Ž .gives the equality Ł Q y  R y . In particular, by settingŽa, m. H m
Ža. ˜Ža. Ž˜a.Ž . Ž . 
 , we obtain Q y  R y . This completes the proof of them m m
˜Ža.Ž .uniqueness property of Q and thereby finishes the proof of Theo-m
rem 5.3.
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APPENDIX A: SOME PROPERTIES OF
THE FUNCTION Bam , bk
The function B ,am , bk
A.1 B  2 min t m , t k min t m , t k	 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .am , bk b a b a
min t m , t k 1 ,Ž .Ž .b a
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .appears in several places such as 1.4 , 1.5 , 4.16 , 5.22 , 5.30 , etc., and
plays a key role. Below we list the properties we use. Since it always
Ž .appears in the combination    B , we are interested only in thea b am , bk
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .situations t , t  1, 1 , 2, 2 , 3, 3 , 1, 2 , 1, 3 , 2, 1 , 3, 1 here.a b
Ž .Let us first observe that the infinite-size matrix B Bam , bk Ža, m., Žb, k . H
Ž . Ž .is expressed as a product B BD, where B B , D Dam , bk am , bk
with
A.2 B min t m , t k ,Ž . Ž .am , bk b a




 .Ž . Ž .am , bk ab m k m , k1 m , k	1
Since the relation
A.4 2 min m , k min m , k	 1 min m , k 1  
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . m k
holds, the inverse matrix D1 of D is given by
A.5 D1  
 min m , k .Ž . Ž . Ž .am , bk ab
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION A.1. i For each a, m , there are only finitely many








 t , t  3, 1Ž . Ž .m , 3k m , 3k	1 m , 3k1 a bA.6 B Ž . am , bk 	
 	 
m , 3k	2 m , 3k2t 
 otherwise.a t m , t kb a
Ž . Ž .ii Let H be the subset of H defined in 4.9 . Then,l
A.7 B  0 for a, m H , b , k H .Ž . Ž . Ž .am , bk l l
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Ž .iii The following relations hold:

A.8 B min j, k min t m , t k ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý am , b j b a
j1

A.9 B k t m ,Ž . Ý am , bk b
k1
A.10    B k m .Ž . Ž .Ý a b am , bk b a
Ž .b , k H
Ž . Ž .Proof. i This is shown by the case check. ii This can be checked
Ž . Ž . Ž .easily by A.6 . iii Equation A.8 is equivalent to the matrix relation
Ž . 1BD D  B. We have only to care that the matrix product in the LHS
Ž . Ž .is well-defined. This is guaranteed by i . The LHS of A.9 can be
calculated in a similar way as
L 
  B D k L	 1 B  LB  t m ,Ž .Ý Ý am , b j b j , bk am , bL am , bL	1 bž /
k1 j1
Ž .where L is a sufficiently large number. Equation A.10 immediately
nŽ . Ž .follows from A.9 and the relation  Ý    t  .a b1 a b b b
Ž .As an application of A.6 , we show
˜Ž .PROPOSITION A.2. The relation Q-I recursiely determines all of the
˜Ža.Ž . Ž .other power series Q y m 2 from the gien inertible power seriesm
˜Ž1. ˜Žn.Ž . Ž .Q y , . . . , Q y as an initial condition. Furthermore, a power series1 1
˜Ža. Ža.Ž .Q y thus determined is inertible, and its constant term c is the mthm m
˜Ža.Ž .power of the constant term of Q y .1
Ž .Proof. We introduce another subset H l 1 of the index set H asl
A.11 H  a, m H  t m 1 




˜Ž . 4 Ž .Then, H  a, 1  1
 a
 n  H   and lim H H. By Q-I ,1 2 l
2Ža.Q˜ yŽ . Ž .Ž .    Bm a b am ,b kŽa. m Žb.˜ ˜A.12 Q y  1 y Q y .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Łm	1 a kŽa. ž /Q˜ yŽ . Ž .b , k Hm1
Ž .For a given a, m	 1 H, let l be a unique positive integer such that
Ž . Ž .a,m	 1  H  H . Then, with A.6 , it is easy to check that B  0l	1 l am , bk
Ž . Ž .for b, k  H . The claim now follows from A.12 by induction on l.l
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APPENDIX B: PROOF OF LEMMA 4.6
The following proof of Lemma 4.6 is essentially quoted from HKOTY,
Proposition 8.3 .
 4Let tmax t , . . . , t and1 n
 B.1 H i  a, m H  tm t i . 4Ž . Ž .l l a
     Then H tl	 1 H tl   H 1 H . For each 1
 i
 tl, letl l l l
Ž . Ž Ža. . Ž Ža. .z  z  ,    , z  z be the biholomor-i i i i m , i Ža, m. H  i  i m , i Ža, m. H  i l l
phic map around   z  0 defined byi i
Ž .Ž .  t mt ka b b aŽa. Ža. Žb.B.2 z   1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Łm , i i m , i k , i
Ž .    b , k H i H tmtl l a
Ž . Ž Ža. Ža.and let   z be its inverse. z here corresponds to z ini i i m , i m , i1
  . Ž .HKOTY . Let    be the holomorphic map defined byi	1 i	1 i
Ža. Ž . Ža. Ž Ž .  . Ž .   for a, m H i	 1 and z  z z be the com-m , i	1 i m , i l i	1 i	1 i
Ž Ž Ž ...position z   z . Namely,i	1 i	1 i i
Ž .Ž .   t mt ka b b aŽa. Ža. Žb.B.3 z z  z 1 z .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Łm , i	1 i m , i k , i i
Ž .    b , k H i H i	1l l








Ž .     Ž .  The condition b, k H i H tmt is equivalent to b, k H il l a l
Ž .and t m t k. Thus, if we set z  z and   , the map z  coincidesb a 1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž .with z  in 4.22 . Lemma 4.6 is a special case i 1 of the following
proposition.
Ž .PROPOSITION B.1 K2, HKOTY . For any integer 1
 i
 tl and any
Ža. ŽŽ .  .complex numbers  a, m H i , we hae the power series expansion atm l
 Ža. z 0 which conerges for z  1,m , i
 Ža.1mŽa.B.5 1 zŽ . Ž .Ž .Ł m , i i
Ž .  a , m H il
 Ža. 	 cŽa. 	N Ža. Ža.m m m NmŽa. z ,Ž .Ý Ł m , iŽa.ž /NŽ .  a , m H i  mNN i ll
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where
B.6 cŽa.     t k t m N Žb. ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ým a b a b k
Ž .  b , k H tmt 	1l a
  Ža. Ža.B.7 N i  N N N   ,Ž .  Ž .Ž .l m m  0a , m H
Ža.  N  0 for a, m H i .Ž . 4m l
Ž .      Remark B.2. If a, m H i , then H tmt 	 1 H i . Also, thel l a l
Ž .   Ž .condition b, k H tmt 	 1 is equivalent to the condition b, k H ,l a l
Ža. Ž . Ž .t m t k. Therefore, c in B.6 is the same one as in 4.24 .b a m
Proof. We prove the proposition by induction on i in the descent
Ž .   Ž .4norder. First, consider the case i tl. Suppose a, m H tl  a, t l .l a a1
Ža.     Ža. Ž .Then, c  0 due to H tmt 	 1 H tl	 1 , and  z m l a l m , t l t l
Ža.    z due to H tl H tmt . Therefore, the claim reduces to them , t l l l a
well-known power series expansion

	N1 NB.8 1   ,Ž . Ž . Ý ž /NN0
  Ž .which converges for   1. Next, let us assume that B.5 holds for i	 1.
 Ža.   Ža. Ž .  Ž .Then, for z such that z  1 and z z  1, the LHS of B.5 isi m , i m , i	1 i
equal to
 Ža. 	 cŽa. 	N Ža. Ža.m m m NmŽa.B.9 z zŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý Ł m , i	1 iŽa.ž /ž /NŽ .  a , m H i	1  mNN i	1 li
 Ža.1mŽa. 1 zŽ .Ž .Ł m , i iž /Ž .    a , m H i H i	1l i
Ž .by the induction hypothesis. Here, we have used the fact that, for a, m 
  Ža. Ž . Ža. Ž Ž .. Ža. Ž Ž .. Ž .H i	 1 ,  z   z  z z . Substituting B.3 forl m , i i m , i	1 i i m , i	1 i	1 i
Ža. Ž . Ž .z z in B.9 , we havem , i	1 i
 Ža.	 cŽa. 	N Ža. Ža.m m m NmŽa.B.10 zŽ . Ž .Ý Ł m , iŽa.ž /ž /NŽ .  a , m H i	1  mNN i	1 ll
Ža. Ža. c 1Ža. m m 1 z ,Ž .Ž .Ł m , i iž /Ž .    a , m H i H i	1l i
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where
B.11 cŽa.     t k t m N Žb. .Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ Ým a b a b k
Ž .  b , k H i	1l
Ž .    Suppose a, m H i H i	 1 . Then, tmt  i holds. It follows thatl l a
Ža. Ža. Ža. Ž . Ža. Ž .c  c and  z  z . Thus, by applying B.8 to the second factorm˜ m m , i i m , i
Ž . Ž . Ž .of B.10 , we obtain B.5 . It is easy to check that the RHS in B.5
Ža. converges for z  1.m , i
APPENDIX C: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5.10
 Following HKOTY , we prove the proposition in two steps as Proposi-
 tions C.3 and C.4. The proof of Proposition C.4 is taken from HKOTY ,
while the proof of Proposition C.3 here is new.
Ž .Step 1. We start from the formula 4.28 , which is also written as
Ž Ž ..cf. 4.33
w Žb.  z Ža. 1k m0 Ža.C.1 K w  det w 1 w ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Łl mŽa. Žb.ž /z wH Ž .l a, m Hm k l
Ža. Ža. Ža. Ž . Ž . Ž .where w ,  , and z are related by 4.22 , 4.25 , and 4.26 . Letm m m
Ža.Ž . mw y  y be the specialization in Section 5.1. We define new series ofm a
y,
t la
Ža.C.2 f y  1 w y , a 1, . . . , n ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ła m
m1
which depend also on l.
 LEMMA C.1. In  u ,
1Ža.˜C.3 lim f y  Q y .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a 1
l
Ž . Ž .  Ž Ž .. Ž Žb.. Žb.Proof. By 4.30 , f y R w y , where   with  1 ifa l k k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b, k  a, 1 , a, t l , 1 if b, k  a, t l	 1 , and 0 otherwise. Then, thea a
 ˜Ž Ž .. Ž .claim follows from the fact that R w y  R y mod I , where I is thel l l
ideal in Section 5.1, and that
˜Ža.Q yŽ .1 1t l	1a Ža. Ža.˜ ˜ ˜C.4 lim R y  lim Q y  Q yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1Ža.˜l l Q yŽ .t la
˜Ž .by the convergence property Q-II .
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We further define series of y,
n
Ž .   tŽb. a b b˜C.5 U y  y Q y , a 1, . . . , n.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ła a 1
b1
LEMMA C.2. The following equality of series of y holds:
ny Ub a0 Ža.˜ ˜C.6 K y  det y Q y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł 1ž /U  y1
a , b
n a1a b
Proof. We define series of y
n
Ž .  ta b bC.7 u y  y f y , a 1, . . . , n ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ła a b
b1
Ž .which depend also on l. By Lemma C.1, C.6 is the limit l  of the
formula
ny  ub a 10C.8 K w y  det y f y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Łl až /u  y1
a , b
n a1a b
Ž .To prove C.8 , we use
t la 
Ža.C.9 y  mw ,Ž . Ýa m Ža. y wa mm1
C.10 det 
 




 	 k , with  arbitrary,Ýab abk abkž /1
a , b
n k1
Ž .where C.10 is easily shown by elementary transformations. Let
n
Ž .  ta b bC.11 F y  f y .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ła b
b1
Ž . Ž .By C.1 , C.8 is equivalent to the equality
w Žb.  z Ža. k m Žb.det  det 
 
 	mw log Fab m k k aŽa. Žb. Žb.ž /ž /z w wH Hl lm k k
t lb 
Žb. det 






 	 y log Fab b až / y1
a , b
n b
y ub a det ,ž /u  y1
a , b
n a b
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where we used 4.26 , C.10 , C.9 , and C.7 .
PROPOSITION C.3. The following equality of the Laurent series of x holds:
QŽa.10C.12 K x  det x .Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / x1
a , b
n b
n Ž a b. tb 0 ˜0Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Proof. We recall that y x Ł x , K x  K y x , anda b1 b
Ža. ˜Ža.Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Q x  x Q y x . Then, by C.5 , we have1 a 1
n
Ž .   tŽb. a b bC.13 U y x  Q x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ła 1
b1
Therefore, by Lemma C.2,
Ža. nx Qb 10 Ža.˜C.14 K x  det x Q y xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł 1Ža.ž / xQ1
a , b
n a1b1
QŽa.1 det x .Ž .ž / x1
a , b
n b
Step 2. So far, we have not yet used the assumption of Proposition 5.10
that QŽa. are W-invariant.m
Ž1.Ž . Žn.Ž .PROPOSITION C.4. If Q x , . . . , Q x are W-inariant, then1 1
QŽa.1 C.15 det x  1 e .Ž . Ž . Ž .Łž / x1
a , b
n b 	
Proof. It is well-known that
e  1 e  sgn w ewŽ  . ,Ž . Ž .Ł Ý
	 wW
Ž .  Ž .and the RHS is characterized by: i the coefficient of e is 1, and ii it is
Ž .Ž .skew W-invariant. Therefore, it is enough to show that e Q  x x1
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Ž .satisfies the same properties. The property i follows from the fact that
˜Ža. Ža.Ž . Ž . Ž .Q y  1	O y . Under the assumption that Q x are W-invariant,1 1
Ž . the property ii is equivalent to the fact that e dx   dx is skew1 n
W-invariant. This is easily seen by using the following well-known transfor-
mation property under the simple reflection s :a
1 s e  y e , s dx   dx y dx   dx .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a a a 1 n a 1 n
Proposition 5.10 follows from Propositions C.3 and C.4.
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